Upa Dance repeats for the second consecutive week as
no. 1 in AFYVE
The actors-turned-singers from Upa Dance convince the audience. For the second consecutive week they are in
the position of honor in a list of top sellers that has shown little movement in the last seven days. The boys from
Operation Triumph are also among the top sellers, and they continue at no. 2, but with the songs from a new
show, the ]]>Gala 7]]>.
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The members of Upa Dance have not only dared to take a step forward; we should instead say that they have suddenly taken a great leap with a permanent
season ticket to the no. 1 top seller. The quintet has taken the leap from the television series to the hit lists, and they hold their place for the second week as the
group that sells most records in Spain. Exactly 200,000 copies of ]]>Un paso adelante]]> demonstrate a career that has gotten off to a successful start.
The participants in Operation Triumph (OT) have also come close, and they take their place for one more week with one of the records from their shows among
the CD's preferred by Spaniards (no.2). Right behind them, (no. 3) is the new release from Mojinos Escozíos,]]>More than eight million records sold]]>. The
band of]]>El Sevilla]]> is on the right track, if it wants to place its rock “with a message” in the homes of a great part of the public. The only other entries
registered among the albums currently on the market are those by Mariah Carey and by the sound track from The Lord of the Rings. The American enters
directly at no. 24 and the sound track, at no. 36.
]]>The performers expelled from OT, on the right track]]>
The first four participants expelled from OT II are on the right track to gradually achieve their dream of a recording career. The initial positions on the list of
singles and maxi-singles in our country are occupied by Cristie, Miguel Ángel Silva, Enrique Anaut and Mai Meneses in positions no. 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Other new entries this week have been ]]>Lonesome day]]> from Bruce Springsteen (no.6), ]]>Fallin]]> from La Luna (no.11), ]]>Equinoxe]]> from Shane 54
(no.12), ]]>Feel]]> from Robbie Williams (no.14) e ]]>Instinto humano remixes]]> from Chambao (no.15).
In compilation albums we must note the entry in first place of ]]>Ñ, los éxitos del año 4]]> with more than 100,000 copies sold. Also on the list are ]]>Los nº1 de
Los 40 Principales]]> (no.5) y ]]>Boom 2002]]> (no.7).

